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Abstract
Background: Liquid chromatography coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) has
become one of the most used tools in mass spectrometry based proteomics. Various algorithms
have since been developed to automate the process for modern high-throughput LC-MS/MS
experiments.
Results: A probability based statistical scoring model for assessing peptide and protein matches in
tandem MS database search was derived. The statistical scores in the model represent the
probability that a peptide match is a random occurrence based on the number or the total
abundance of matched product ions in the experimental spectrum. The model also calculates
probability based scores to assess protein matches. Thus the protein scores in the model reflect
the significance of protein matches and can be used to differentiate true from random protein
matches.
Conclusion: The model is sensitive to high mass accuracy and implicitly takes mass accuracy into
account during scoring. High mass accuracy will not only reduce false positives, but also improves
the scores of true positive matches. The algorithm is incorporated in an automated database search
program MassMatrix.
Background
Liquid chromatography coupled with tandem mass spec-
trometry (LC-MS/MS) has become one of the most used
tools in mass spectrometry based proteomics [1]. In shot-
gun proteomics, peptides are separated using liquid chro-
matography and introduced into a mass spectrometer via
an ionization interface. In tandem mass spectrometry, the
peptide precursor ions are isolated and fragmented via
collision-induced dissociation (CID) [2] with inert gas,
electron capture dissociation (ECD) [3], surface induced
dissociation (SID) [4] and/or electron transfer dissocia-
tion (ETD) [5]. The resulting tandem MS spectra contain
product ion signatures that relate back to the identity of
the peptide precursor ions [2,6,7].
Various algorithms have since been developed to auto-
mate the process for modern high-throughput LC-MS/MS
experiments. These algorithms fall under two categories:
de novo sequence inference and database searching [8].
The first approach identifies peptide sequences directly
from the tandem MS data [9,10]. This type of algorithm is
usually computationally expensive and limited by the
mass accuracy of the tandem MS data [8]. The database
searching algorithms identify peptides by comparison
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all potential peptides are created from the sequence data-
base via digestion with proteases. Theoretical spectra con-
taining product ion series appropriate for the given
fragmentation technique are created for the peptides. All
tandem MS spectra in the data set are then compared with
the theoretical spectra [1]. Because of their relatively lower
computation expense and higher compatibility with low
mass accuracy spectra, database searching programs are
more commonly used at this time [12].
There are also various probability based post-search meth-
ods used to statistically curate search results from database
search algorithms [13,14]. These methods estimate the
accuracy of protein/peptide identifications and compare
search results from different algorithms based on a com-
mon standard. However, many models involve empirical
parameters such as score from correlative scoring algo-
rithms. Therefore they may possess biases as a result of
parameter optimization or model training.
The key comparison between different algorithms lies in
how each approach scores a potential match between
experimental and theoretical spectra [11,15-25]. We
recently developed a database searching program, Mass-
Matrix that uses a mass accuracy sensitive statistical model
for scoring. This approach is separate and distinct from
algorithms that filter matches based on mass accuracy. In
the latter high mass accuracy can be used to filter spectra
by only searching tandem mass spectra whose precursor
ion falls within the stated mass tolerance, and filtering
product ions by high mass accuracy can further reduce the
likelihood of a random match [26,27]. However, a score
sensitive model implicitly takes mass accuracy into
account during scoring. The model is rigorously derived
and sensitive to the searching tolerance determined by the
accuracy of mass spectrometer. High accuracy improves
the sensitivity and selectivity of searches. The statistical
scores represent the probability that a match is a random
occurrence. In addition, a novel statistically derived algo-
rithm to rigorously calculate protein scores from the sta-
tistically based peptide scores has been developed. Thus
the protein scores reflect the significance of protein hits
and can be used to differentiate true protein hits from ran-
dom ones. Herein we describe the statistical models.
Results
Multiple scoring algorithms
The peptide matching algorithm contains two independ-
ent scoring models, including a descriptive model and a
statistical model. These models are used to calculate three
distinct scores for a peptide match. Each of the scores may
be independently used to ascertain the quality of the
match. Because each score is distinct, the combination of
scores is useful for validating each peptide match. The two
models and the application to calculating peptide match
scores are described in detail in the following.
Descriptive peptide scoring model
Descriptive scores do not strictly convey any statistical rel-
evance and may be prone to bias due to the scoring
parameters. However, they have proven to be useful and
generally augment probability based scores [13]. The
descriptive model used herein to calculate peptide match
scores (S) is shown in eqn. 1.
Ii is defined as the standardized abundance of the ith prod-
uct ion in the experimental spectrum (calculated by divid-
ing the abundance of the ith product ion by the maximum
abundance in the spectrum),  is the total standard-
ized abundance of matched product ions, nmatch is the
number of matched product ions, rmatch is the ratio of
standardized abundance of matched product ions to total
standardized abundance of the experimental spectrum,
and Lpep is the length of the peptide in the number of
amino acids. Each of these factors contributes to the over-
all score as follows:  evaluates the quality of the
match,  introduces a penalty for unmatched prod-
uct ions,  is an arbitrary penalty for
matches with poor fragmentation,  is an addi-
tional penalty for peptides with long sequences and the
constant 100 is used arbitrarily to scale the scores. By
default, scores for a spectrum with less than three matched
product ions will be 0 due to the arbitrary penalty. How-
ever, the minimum number of matched ions may be
changed to any value. Reducing this number is especially
valuable for the analysis of singly charged peptides that
have characteristic C-terminal aspartic acid fragmentation
[28]. The penalty for peptide length is included to normal-
ize the scores. Peptides with longer sequences have more
fragment ions and higher empirical scores than shorter
sequences. The penalty results in long and short
sequences both have similar scores for matches of similar
quality. The choices of incorporating squared and square
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mined from the evaluation of tandem MS data sets col-
lected from LCQ and LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometers.
Descriptive protein score
For "true" matches, we assume that the scores are nor-
mally distributed with a mean of 20 and a variance of 25.
This arbitrary distribution estimates the distributions
observed from analysis of several datasets. The expected
contribution of each match to the protein score will be
. Thus, the protein score from the
descriptively scored matches is calculated from eqn. 2.
Probability based peptide scoring model
In addition to the empirical score, a mass accuracy sensi-
tive probability based scoring model was derived to eval-
uate peptide matches. The model determines the
likelihood that an experimental spectrum match to a the-
oretical spectrum is a random occurrence. Consider a pair
of spectra: one experimental and one theoretical. We and
Wt denote their precursor masses respectively. In addition,
the experimental data contains information regarding the
abundance of product ions Ii for each precursor, We. The
model ultimately tests the following two hypotheses: the
null hypothesis, H0, states that a match is random, i.e. the
theoretical spectrum is independent of the experimental;
and the alternative hypothesis, HA, states that the match is
not random, i.e. the theoretical spectrum is related to the
experimental one.
Scoring the match is performed in two stages: 1) match We
against Wt within the specified precursor ion mass accu-
racy and 2) match all product ions in the experimental
spectrum against the theoretical within the specified mass
accuracy. Both stages rely on calculating the probability
that the occurrence of an ion within a fixed mass window
could be a random occurrence ( ).
To match the experimental precursor with that of theoret-
ical peptide we first define the variable q:
Under H0, the possibility that any precursor ion match (q
= 1) could be random is given in eqn. 4.
In the above equation, τpep is the mass accuracy of the pre-
cursor ion and Π is the detection range for the precursor
ion. For each precursor ion the mass window is defined as
± τpep (2 × τpep). Thus q has a bernoulli (p1) distribution
under H0. If the precursor ion masses of the pair of spectra
do not match (q = 0) then the second stage is skipped. If q
= 1 we proceed to stage 2 where we test the match of the
experimental product ion spectrum against the theoretical
spectrum.
The variable bi is defined for each product ion, i, in the
experimental spectrum as follows:
Under H0, all matched product ions are random and inde-
pendent occurrences. The probability that a product ion
randomly matches any of the product ions in the theoret-
ical spectrum is:
where Πtheo is the total coverage of the detection range for
all product ions in the theoretical spectrum and Π is the
MS/MS detection range. It is assumed that Π is the same
as the precursor ion mass range. However, for instruments
that have a dynamic detection range assuming a fixed
value Π will result in more conservative scores. For each
product ion in the theoretical spectrum, the mass window
is ± τmsms (2 × τmsms). If we assume there is no overlap in
the product ion mass windows, then Πtheo is calculated
using the following equation
Πtheo = 2 m × τmsms. (7)
The probability that any single matched product ion (bi =
1) could be random can be calculated using the eqn. 8
where τmsms is the product ion mass accuracy and m is the
number of product ions within the detection range in the
theoretical spectrum. Because the theoretical spectrum is
independent of the experimental under H0, all bi (i = 1, 2
..., n) are assumed to have an identical and independent
bernoulli (p2) distribution under H0. The model is then
used to perform two distinct tests. Each uses a different
approach to evaluate the quality of a match: number of
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product ions Y.
The pp score
The model is used to evaluate whether the number of
matched product ions in an experimental spectrum could
be a random occurrence. For all spectra whose precursor
ion masses match, i.e. q = 1, the variable x is defined as the
number of product ions in the experimental spectrum that
match the theoretical spectrum (eqn. 9) where bi (i = 1, 2
..., n) is defined in eqn. 5 and n is the number of product
ions in the experimental spectrum.
Under H0, all bi have an identical and independent ber-
noulli (p2) distribution. Therefore, x will have a binomial
(n, p2) distribution. Consequently the probability mass
function for x is:
where p2 is calculated from eqn. 6. The p-value, α, is
defined as the probability that the quality of a random
match between a pair of spectra is greater than or equal to
a match observed under H0. The pp value, β, is defined as
the negative common logarithm of the p-value:
β = -log(α) (11)
We use x to evaluate the quality of a match, such that the
p-value is the probability that x for a random match
between the pair of theoretical and experimental spectra is
greater than or equal to that of the actual match, x = nmatch,
under H0. The p-value is:
and the pp value is
The pp2 score
The second approach evaluates whether the total abun-
dance of matched product ions in the experimental spec-
trum could be a random occurrence. Y is defined as the
total abundance of experimental product ions that match
product ions in a given theoretical spectrum:
where Ii is the standardized abundance of the ith product
ion in the experimental spectrum and bi is defined in eqn.
5. For clarity we define yi = Ii bi to give eqn. 15.
However, to complete the test we must know the inherent
distribution of Y. This distribution is unknown and thus
pp2 values can not be precisely calculated as were the pp
values based on the total number of matched product
ions. In order to estimate the pp2 value, three assump-
tions are needed:
1. Ii is identically and independently distributed across
product ions in the experimental spectrum,
2. bi is uncorrelated with Ii in the experimental spectrum,
3. the number of product ions, n, in the experimental
spectrum is large (n > 30).
Under assumption 1, the mean μI and variance σI2 for the
distribution of Ii are estimated by:
Since yi = Ii bi, assumption 2 yields eqn. 17 under H0,
Thus, μy and σy2 can be estimated as:
According to the central limit theorem, Y is approximately
a normal distribution with the following parameters
under assumption 3, i.e. when n is large (n > 30)
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20.
And μY and σY2 are estimated by eqn. 21.
The p-value, α, is the probability that Y for a random
match is greater than or equal to that of the actual match,
Imatch, under H0. The p-value becomes:
and is estimated by:
resulting in the pp2 value, β, as follows:
The pp2 value can be estimated by equation 17 very effi-
ciently. However, the real distribution of Y is more tailed
to larger values than the normal distribution. Therefore,
pp2 values are overestimated when they are large.
Distribution of pp value for random matches
When q = 0, the algorithm always assigns pp value, β = 0
because the experimental and theoretical precursor ions
do not match. The cumulative distribution function for
pp value when q = 0 is shown in eqn. 25.
In statistical hypothesis testing, a p-value for a null hypo-
thesis H0 is always a uniform distribution on the interval
[0, 1]. Therefore, the cumulative distribution function for
p-value of a random match is continuously distributed as
Fα|q = 1(α) = α (0 ≤ α≤ 1) (26)
when q = 1. According to the definition of pp value (eqn.
11), the cumulative distribution function for pp value
when q = 1 is
Fβ|q = 1(β) = 1 - 10-β (β ≥ 0) (27)
and the probability density function is
Matches with pp or pp2 values under a critical value βc >
0 are discarded, i.e. their pp values are assigned 0. Thus the
distribution of pp value for random matches returned by
the algorithm is
and for β ≥ βc > 0,
Thus when q = 1
Likewise we can specify the unconditional distribution of
pp values for random matches as follows. Since q has a
bernoulli (p1) distribution, we have
For β = 0 the cumulative distribution function becomes,
and for β ≥ βc > 0, it becomes,
The combined cumulative distribution function is thus,
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sity function of pp value for random matches is
Confidence level for pp and pp2 values
The confidence level can also be determined for both pp
and pp2. Suppose there are r theoretical spectra within the
protein sequence database. If we assume that all theoreti-
cal spectra are uncorrelated, eqn. 37 gives φ, the number
of random matches that have a pp value greater than or
equal to β under H0 for any given experimental spectrum.
The confidence level, ψ, is defined as
ψ = -log(φ) = -log(r p1 10-β) = β -log(r)-log(p1)
(38)
where β is either the pp or pp2 value, r is the number of
theoretical spectra within the protein sequence database,
and p1 is given in eqn. 4. Confidence levels calculated
from pp value and pp2 value are referred as confidence
level and confidence level2 respectively.
The confidence level is the negative common logarithm of
the expected number of random matches with a pp value
bigger than or equal to the one we observe for the corre-
sponding experimental spectrum. Therefore, if the confi-
dence level is below 0, more than one random match for
the spectrum is expected and the corresponding match is
highly suspect. From eqn. 38, the pp value is directly
related to the confidence value. The confidence level is
dependent upon the size of the database and degrades as
the number of peptide created from the database
increases.
The protein pp score
The pp model is also used to calculate pp values for pro-
tein matches. Let rprotein denote the total number of theo-
retical spectra created from a protein sequence and nspectra
denote the total number of experimental spectra in the
data set. The cross match of all experimental spectra with
theoretical peptides for the protein sequence generates
nmatch_protein = rprotein × nspctra potential matches. The sum of
reported pp values of all matches for the protein is calcu-
lated from eqn. 39.
The statistical model is used to test the following hypoth-
eses: H0 – All peptide matches for a given protein are ran-
dom and HA – At least one peptide match for a given
protein is not random. We assume that rspectra theoretical
spectra created from the protein sequence are uncorre-
lated to each other and that nspectra experimental spectra
from the data set are uncorrelated to each other. Since
nmatch_protein is normally very large, B is approximately a
normal distribution with a mean of μB = nmatch_protein × μβ
and a variance of σB2 = nmatch_protein × σβ2 according to the
central limit theorem.
According to the distribution of the pp value for random
matches described above, the mean and variances of a
random match are given by the following equations:
and
where p1 is given in eqn. 4 and βc is the pp value threshold.
Likewise for the sum of pp values for the protein, B, the
mean and variance for the distribution under H0 are given
in eqn. 42:
The p-value for a protein, αprotein, is defined to be the
probability that the protein hit can have a sum of pp val-
ues from all its peptide matches greater than or equal to B
under H0. Thus αprotein is given by
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Discussion
Effect of various spectral characteristics on scoring
Five example spectra, shown in Figure 1, are used to illus-
trate the effect of various spectral characteristics on scor-
ing. All spectra were collected on an LTQ-Orbitrap mass
spectrometer (ThermoElectron Finnigan, San Jose, CA,
USA) [29]. Precursor and product ions were mass ana-
lyzed by the Orbitrap to achieve a mass accuracy of < 5.0
ppm. The pp and pp2 values at different mass accuracies
(0.01 Da, 0.1 Da and 1.0 Da) were calculated and listed in
Table 1. Mass accuracy tolerances were specified as either
relative or absolute for precursor ions but only as absolute
tolerances for product ions. Absolute mass accuracy toler-
ances for product ions are computationally cheaper and
yield a reasonable compromise between computational
expense and accuracy. Good quality spectra (Figure 1a,1b)
yielded high empirical and statistical scores as expected.
These sequences in Figure 1a &1b illustrate that peptide
length has little effect on the scoring. This observation is
consistent with the statistical model lack of peptide
sequence bias and the peptide length penalty included in
the empirical score (eqn. 1). Low quality data (i.e. low sig-
nal to noise ratio) can still yield good scores if the most
abundant ions are dominated by signal (Figure 1c). The
most challenging spectra are those with few dominant sig-
nal peaks. Examples are shown in 1d &1e. These figures
show the spectra with one single dominant ion due to N-
terminal fragmentation of an internal Pro residue and the
neutral loss of H2O at an N-terminal Glu residue [30]. The
empirical scores were poorer for these cases since only a
single ion mainly contributes to score (eqn. 1). However,
the pp and pp2 values were not as severely affected and
able to accurately discriminate these matches from false
positives.
Comparison between pp and pp2 values
The pp value is the primary discriminator for quality of
matches. The pp2 value can provide a complementary
assessment of quality when pp values are suspect.
Although the pp and pp2 value have the same statistical
basis, there are several differences between them: The pp
value is based on the number of matched product ions
and the pp2 value is based on the total abundance of
matched product ions. The pp value can be underesti-
mated when noise is present in the experimental spectrum
especially at low mass accuracy. Because noise normally
has lower abundance than product ions, the pp2 value, on
the other hand, is generally unaffected. As shown in Table
1, pp value for the spectrum with low signal to noise ratio
and majority of noise peaks (Figure 1c) were affected neg-
atively by the noise peaks and relative low compared with
those for normal spectra at mass accuracy of 1.0 Da. How-
ever, pp2 value was not affected by the noise peaks.
While pp value can be precisely calculated, there are three
assumptions needed to estimate the pp2 values. Assump-
tion 1 and 3 for the pp2 test are not plausible when the
number of product ions in the experimental spectrum, n
is small. Therefore, pp2 value estimated by the central
limit theorem cannot evaluate the quality of matches with
a small number of product ions. Furthermore the normal
distribution under the central limit theorem is less tailed
than the true distribution of Y, pp2 value is normally over-
estimated when it is large (> 16) as shown in Table 1.
From the above discussion, the pp value is more reliable
and accurate than the pp2 value under most circum-
stances, but it can be affected by noise. Under these cir-
cumstances, the number of product ions in the spectrum
is normally large and pp2 value can be well estimated and
complementary to pp value. Thus the combination of the
two scores provides an excellent means to ascertain the
quality of matches under conditions where one might fail.
Effect of mass accuracy on pp values
In the pp model, the two most important parameters (p1,
the probability that a theoretical precursor randomly
matches the experimental and p2, the probability that a
theoretical product ion randomly matches any product
ions in the MS/MS spectrum) are set in accordance with
the predetermined mass accuracy of mass spectrometer.
These parameters' values decrease as mass accuracy
increases. This effect is shown in Table 1. A more thor-
ough list of all parameters used in calculating the empiri-
cal and statistical scores is provided as supplementary
material [see Additional file 1]. The statistical model spe-
cifically takes each parameter into account when calculat-
ing the statistical scores. Therefore, these two parameters
have a substantial effect on the pp values for both random
matches and true matches. Consequently, pp and pp2 val-
ues are very sensitive to the accuracy of mass spectrometer.
As is shown in the Figure 2, the probability of random
matches having high pp values is substantially reduced as
we increase mass accuracy. Increasing mass accuracy
resulted in a shift of the pp value distribution for random
matches to lower values. At the same time the pp value
distribution for true matches moves to higher pp values.
This effect is evident from the pp values in Table 1. As
mass accuracy improved, the pp values improved for all
peptide matches in Figure 1. Thus higher mass accuracy
improves sensitivity and selectivity for a search and help
discriminate true matches from random matches.
protein pp value protein= − = −
− −
log( ) log(
( ) /( )
α
πσ
μ σe
d
x
B
B B
2 22
2
x
B
+∞∫ )
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Examples of spectral influences on scoringFigure 1
Examples of spectral influences on scoring. High quality data for peptides of short (a) and long (b) lengths. Poorer quality data 
from a low signal-to-noise spectrum (c), a spectrum from a peptide with a single dominant product ion due to fragmentation at 
the N-terminal side of Pro (d) and a spectrum of a peptide with a single dominant product ion due to a extensive neutral loss 
of water at the N-terminal Glu (e) [30].
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BMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:133 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/133Conclusion
A new statistically derived scoring algorithm was devel-
oped for characterization of peptides, proteins and their
posttranslational modifications from tandem MS data.
The probability based algorithm implicitly incorporates
mass accuracy into scoring the potential peptide and pro-
tein matches. This approach is separate and distinct from
algorithms that filter precursor and product ion matches
based on mass accuracy. The statistical model involves no
empirical parameters and its scores correlate to the prob-
ability that a match is a random occurrence. A novel sta-
tistically derived algorithm to rigorously calculate protein
scores from the probability based peptide scores was also
developed. Thus the protein scores reflect the significance
of protein matches and can be used to differentiate true
protein matches from random matches. The algorithm is
incorporated in an automated database search program
MassMatrix.
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